First Bulletin SUSY-2010
Scientific Program
On the conference website particpants can register to give a parallel session talk. Please
give us a title and an abstract. Due to time and space limitations, we can not guarantee that
we can accomodate every talk request. The plenary talks are by invitation only.
Registration
Registration for SUSY-2010 is via the webpage:
susy10.uni-bonn.de
The registration fee for the conference is 290 EUR before July 1st, 2010 and 320 EUR after
July 1st, 2010. Payment is unfortunately only possible via bank transfer (for details, see the
web page). Our university does not (yet) accept credit cards. The registration fee is reduced
by EUR 50 for students.
Pre-SUSY
There will be a school from Aug 19th -- 21st, which is aimed at experimental and theory
graduate students as well as young postdocs. There will be a set of 2 90min talks by Steven
Martin as an introduction to supersymmetry. There will furthermore be 10 more 90min talks
on various subjects related to supersymmetry. There is an additional registration fee of 50
EUR for the pre-SUSY meeting.
Accomodation
We have reserved rooms in several hotels in Bonn at various prices. If you book your hotel
via the conference website you receive a complementary pass for public transport for the
duration of the conference inside Bonn and the bus from and to the airport Cologne
Conference Dinner
The conference dinner will be held on a boat on the Rhine. The capacity is limited so please
register early. There will also be a reception on Monday, Aug. 23rd.
Excursion
On Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 25th there will be no talks. We will offer several excursion
into the surrounding area. For details see the conference website.

Child Care
We have a preliminary agreement with a local company for child care during the conference.
If you require child care please let us know and we will try to accomodate your needs.

